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【Outline of survey】  
The advance of Robot Technology (RT) is about to change what the human-machine 

interface used to be. Humanoid robots with morphological similarity to the human 
beings, that is due to the advance in hardware technology, will change the relationship 
between the humans and the machines from a static, stiff, dry and ostensible one to a sensible, 
flexible, intimate, and intuitive one. The technology such as dynamic simulation and motion 
analysis will provide the means for computers to estimate human somatosensory sensations. 
The horizon shows the possibility of the human-machine interface with which 
computers or robots communicate using gestures and natural language. By establish 
human-machine communication through integration of kinesiologic information and linguistic 
information, this study aims to: 
  (A) solve the fundamental problem of machine intelligence, 
  (B) establish the technological foundation of robot intelligence 
  (C) investigate the principle of higher information processing of the humans, and  
  (D) provide an approach to study "theory of mind" in the brain science 

 

【Expected results】  
Integrating kinesiology and natural language brings out the new machines that communicate 

with the humans using gestures and natural languages. Establishing technology with which a 
machine acquires the knowledge using its body movements and linguistic association, a robot 
becomes communicable with an ordinary person and starts assistance in the human daily life.
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